Stacey has recently characterised the crossed product A xaTS of a C*-algebra A by an endomorphism a as a C*-algebra whose representations are given by covariant representations of the system (A, a). Following work of O'Donovan for automorphisms, we give conditions on a covariant representation (71, S) of (A, a) which ensure that the corresponding representation 7txSof/4xaNis faithful. We then use this result to improve a theorem of Paschke on the simplicity of A xQ N .
In Cuntz's fundamental article [2] on the Cuntz algebras cf", he viewed them as crossed products of a core UHF-algebra by an endomorphism, and used methods developed by O'Donovan [8] for ordinary crossed products to establish the uniqueness and simplicity of the cf". Later, Paschke [9] gave an elegant generalisation, in which he proved the key lemma by different methods, but used the same overall strategy. Cuntz did not explain what a crossed product by an endomorphism was-he argued by analogy-but subsequently suggested that it could be usefully defined as a corner in a certain ordinary crossed product [3, p. 101] . Recently, endomorphisms of C*-algebras have appeared elsewhere (cf. [1, 4] and the references given there), and this led Stacey to give a modern description of their crossed products in terms of covariant representations and universal properties [12] . He also verified that the candidate proposed in [3] has the required property [12, 3.3] .
Here we shall push Stacey's ideas a little further, and use them to clarify the proofs of simplicity given in [2, 9] . Our central theme is that, now we have the appropriate abstractly defined crossed product, there is an analogue of O'Donovan's theorem which tells us when a given representation is faithful, and that this result was implicitly one of the main ingredients in Cuntz's and Paschke's arguments. As evidence that this approach is useful, we have been able to eliminate an unnecessary hypothesis from Paschke's theorem: we do not need to assume that our endomorphism has a left inverse.
We begin with a discussion of Stacey's definition and main results, making some minor improvements that will be useful later. (We are only interested here in Stacey's "multiplicity-one crossed product," although covariant representations of higher multiplicity will briefly appear in §3.) In §2, we present our version of O'Donovan's result, and use it to establish our extension of Paschke's theorem. Our proof follows Paschke's in outline, although we do have to be careful in spots to avoid the extra hypothesis. In our last section, we discuss some examples involving shifts on infinite tensor products, which show that our theorem is indeed an improvement on Paschke's.
Covariant representations and crossed products
Let a be an endomorphism of a C*-algebra A with 1. A covariant representation of (A, a) (of multiplicity one) is a pair (n, S), where n is a unital representation of A on H and S an isometry on H satisfying n(a(a)) = Sn(a)S* for a e A. In [12] , the crossed product of A by a (of multiplicity one) is a triple (B, iA, t) in which B is a C*-algebra with identity, iA : A -> B is a unital homomorphism, and / is an isometry in B satisfying (a) iA(a(a)) -tiA(a)t* for ae A; (b) for every covariant representation (n, S) of (A, a) on H, there is a unital representation n x S of B on H such that (n x S) o iA = n and n xS(t) = S; (c) / and {iA(a):ae A} generate B. Stacey proves that the system (A, a) has, up to isomorphism, exactly one crossed product, and we denote it (A xa N, iA , t).
We want to discuss variations on condition (c). First, we note that Stacey considers also nonunital A , for which the isometry t will lie in M(B) rather than B; this forced him to insist that elements of the form iA(a)tm(t*)n do lie in B. Secondly, it would be preferable to use in (c) a generating set which spans a dense subalgebra of the crossed product, as one does in the case of an automorphism (cf. [11, Definition 1(c)]). While the elements iA(a)tm(t*)n used in [12] do not span a subalgebra unless t*iA(A)t is contained in iA(A), one can give a slightly different list of elements that always do: Lemma 1.1. The span 38 of the set {(t*)miA(a)tn :aeA, m,neN} is a dense *-subalgebra of A xa N.
Proof. We only need to check that 38 is closed under multiplication. But the covariance of (iA , t) (equation (a) above) implies that
which gives the result.
Remark. If a is an automorphism, one usually puts a *-algebra structure on the space k(Z, A) of finitely supported functions from Z to A, and defines A xaZ to be the enveloping C*-algebra. It is possible to do the same here: start with rc(N x N, A) = sp{<5m "a :m>0,n>0,aeA}, and define multiplication and involution by thinking of 5my" as (t*)miA(a)tn and, for example, carrying (1.1) over; one can verify directly (though painfully) that the resulting formulas do give a *-algebra structure for /c(N x N, A). The representations of this *-algebra are given by the covariant representations (of multiplicity one), although there may not be enough of these to ensure the enveloping C*-seminorm is actually a norm (see below). Thus defining the crossed product this way involves taking a quotient before completing, and the approach becomes a bit unwieldy. As Stacey points out, a system (A, a) may have no covariant representations, and Cuntz's realisation of A xQN as a corner in an ordinary crossed product [3] shows why. Define Ax to be the C*-direct limit of the system A-^A-^A^* ■■■ , and write /* for the canonical map of the fcthcopyof A into A^ . The vertical arrows in the diagram
induce a homomorphism ctoo : A^ -► A^ , which is an automorphism because the NE arrows induce an inverse. Stacey's main result is: In particular, if a is injective, there is a covariant representation (n, S) with n faithful.
Proof. The proposition implies that the covariant representations of (A, a) have the form (p o i^ o /0, p(piz(l)p)), for some representation p of p(A00 x Z)p. Thus / is certainly contained in the right-hand side. On the other hand, if (p, U) is a covariant representation of (A^, Z, cioc) with p faithful, then ker(p x U) o /^ o /0 = ker p o i0 = ker/o . Since there is always such a representation (p, U) (for example, the representation induced from a faithful representation of A^ ), this gives the first part. It also gives the second, since if a is injective, so is /n.
Faithful representations
Given a covariant representation (n, S) of (A, a), it is natural to ask when the corresponding representation n x S of/lxQN is faithful. For automorphisms, O'Donovan proved that the representation nx U of AxaZ is faithful if n is faithful and the inequality ||z(0)|| < \\n x U(z)\\ holds for all z in the dense subalgebra k(Z, A). Using Stacey's crossed product, we can prove a similar result for endomorphisms. Proposition 2.1. Suppose A is a C*-algebra with 1, a is an endomorphism of A, and (n, S) is a covariant representation of (A, a) satisfying (1) n is faithful, and Then n x S is a faithful representation of A xa N.
To see where condition (2) comes from, we point out how the arguments of Cuntz and Paschke can be used to prove that a representation it x S is faithful. First one shows that any element X of the *-algebra generated by n(A) and S can be written in the form where Xk e n(A), then proves \\Xq\\ < ll^ll (cf. [2, Proposition 1.7; 9, Lemma 3(a)]), and finally applies O'Donovan's theorem (or an argument like that used to prove it) to deduce that n x S is faithful. Without requiring that S*n(A)S c n(A), one can only insist that the Xk are sums of elements of the form (S*)mn(a)Sm ; our condition (2) replaces the inequality ||.Yo|| < ||^||. As in [9] , the key observation in the proof of the proposition is that A xnN carries a natural continuous action a of T such that az(iA(a)) = iA(a) and az(t) -zt. To see this, just verify that (A xa N, iA, zt) is also a crossed product for (A, a) and that the uniqueness of the crossed product gives the required automorphism az of ^4xaN; a is continuous because iA(A) and * span a dense subspace. If dz denotes normalised Haar measure on T, then 6(a) = Jaz(a)dz defines a norm-decreasing projection 6 of A xQN onto the We shall now use Proposition 2.1 to extend Paschke's theorem about endomorphisms of strongly amenable C* -algebras; recall that this class includes all direct limits of type I algebras [6] . Theorem 2.3. Let A be a strongly amenable C*-algebra with I, and a an endomorphism of A which satisfies a(l) ^ 1 and which has no nontrivial invariant ideals. Then for any covariant representation (n, S) of (A, a), the representation n x S of A xQ N is faithful.
Since we intend to use Proposition 2.1, we start by observing that n is faithful because kern is an invariant ideal; thus we only need to verify condition (2) of that proposition. As a(l) ^ 1 implies that SS* = 7t(a(l)) ^ 1, the pair (n(A), S) satisfies all Paschke's hypotheses, except possibly S*n(A)S c n(A). He does not use this particular assumption in his Lemma 2, however, and we can borrow its proof. Following Paschke, we consider the GNS-representation (nf,Hf,£f) of C*(n(A), S) corresponding to the state /, and its compression to an appropriate subspace. We cannot use the obvious subspace iif(B)clf, since we do not know if / is faithful on the C*-algebra B , and we use instead the span Bk of {(S*)kn(a)Sk:aeA,k<K}, which we claim is a C*-algebra. It follows from formula (1.1) that BK is a *-subalgebra of C*(7r(^), S), so we have to show it is closed. If {b"} c BK and b" -* c in C*(n(A), S), then formula (2.1) shows that the sequence {SKb"(S*)K} lies in n(A). Since it is also Cauchy and the faithful representation n is isometric, there exists ae A such that SKb"(S*)K -► n(a). Corollary 2.6. Let A be a strongly amenable C*-algebra with 1, and let a be an injective endomorphism of A which has no nontrivial invariant ideals and satisfies a(l) ^ 1. Then A xa N is simple. Proof. The theorem says that every representation of A xa N is faithful, so we only need to use Corollary 1.3 to obtain a covariant representation (n, S) with n nonzero.
Corollary 2.7 (cf. [9] ). Let A be a strongly amenable C*-algebra with 1 acting on a Hilbert space H, and suppose S is a nonunitary isometry on H such that (a) SAS*CA, (h) the only proper ideal J of A such that SJS* c J is {0} . Then C*(A,S) is simple.
Proof. Since S is nonunitary, a(a) = SaS* defines an injective endomorphism of A with a(l) j£ 1, and idxS is an isomorphism of the simple algebra A xQN onto C*(A,S).
Shifts on infinite tensor products
Let {A"} he an increasing sequence of subalgebras of a C*-algebra with identity, such that 1 e A" for all n . For each n , let B" = <S>£=1 Ak , define = e®a\®---®a"®l®---.
Example 3.1. Let An -MP(C) for all n , and let e he the rank-one projection exx. Then A is the UHF-algebra UHF(p°° ) and the crossed product A xa N is the Cuntz algebra tf" . We give a brief proof of this well-known fact. If {Si} is a family of isometries satisfying ^,SjS* = 1 and p is a multiindex, we write Sp = SMl---S,tn. If e^u = e^Vi ®• • • ®e>""", then xp"(e/iU) = S^S* defines a compatible family of homomorphisms xp" : Bn -* C*(5,), which induces a homomorphism xp of A = lim5" onto the UHF core spies'* : \p\ -\u\}.
Then xp(a(cf)n(eplv))) = Sx(Sp_S*)Sx , so (y,Si) is covariant; because A is simple [7, 6.1.4] , xp is faithful and Theorem 2. In the previous example, the projection e = exx is rank-one, and it is easy to find covariant representations of multiplicity Life has higher rank, it can be easier to write down covariant representations of higher multiplicity, and, therefore, it is of some interest to construct representations of multiplicity one from those of multiplicity n . Thus if Ax is all of MP(C), S*n(a)Sj will not usually be zero and 5 will not satisfy 5*(7t(^) ® 1)5 c n(A) ® 1 . By varying A, we can find examples where A is not simple, but a still has no invariant ideals. For example, take p = 4, Ax = M2®M2, and e = exx + ey$. Then we always have 5*7r(a)53 = 0, but not necessarily 5*7t(a)5i = 5371(12)53, so S* (11(A) ® 1)5 is not contained in n(A) ® 1 . However, this A has two nontrivial ideals; neither contains any element of the form e ® a2 ® ay ® ■ ■ ■ , and hence cannot be invariant.
